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The Equality and Human Rights Commission seeks to
ensure that everyone has an opportunity to prosper and
flourish. We believe that if we all have a fair chance in life
then Wales as a country will thrive.
Our best chance of making this a reality is by working in
partnership. This year, our Wales Committee has met with
people across Wales. We have listened and learnt. We
have been inspired by people’s commitment to tackling
injustice. And we have been energised by hearing stories
of everyday challenges confronted and often overcome.
There is much for us to celebrate.
This Annual Review also shows our work to shine a light
on uncomfortable truths. Our evidence show that poverty is
deepening in Wales. Thousands of disabled people across
Wales are living in homes that are not suitable. Violence
against women is a fact of life for many people living in
Wales today. At our Annual Conference, we heard the
powerful testimony of people experiencing hate crime as a
result of their race or religion.
It is part of our role to highlight opportunities for change.
For example, over the past twelve months, the Wales Act
2017 has come into force, giving the Welsh Government
added powers to promote human rights and to tackle
poverty. The Commission on Justice is reviewing the
Justice System in Wales, and the Well-being of Future
Generations agenda continues to gather pace.

Sources

It is vital that these developments are used to put
equality and human rights at the heart of legislation and
service delivery.

Alternative formats

This Review highlights welcome progress. But there is
still much to be done until everyone in Wales has a fair
chance in life. Our Wales Committee and staff look forward
to working with you on the challenges and opportunities
ahead.

All statistics in this report are taken from Commission reports
unless otherwise stated.

For information on accessing a Commission publication in
an alternative format, please contact:
wales@equalityhumanrights.com
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About the Commission
The Equality and Human Rights Commission (‘the Commission’) is a statutory
non-departmental public body established by the Equality Act 2006. Our role
is to be an expert and authoritative organisation, functioning as a centre of
excellence for law, evidence and analysis. We strive to be an essential point of
contact for policymakers, businesses and public bodies.
We are Great Britain’s national equality body, awarded an ‘A’ status as a
National Human Rights Institution (NHRI) by the United Nations. To protect
and promote equality and human rights, we work with equivalent bodies in
Scotland and Northern Ireland, across Europe and internationally.
Our statutory powers give us a range of tools to drive equality and human rights
improvement. We use these selectively and proportionately to achieve our
objectives. We work with other organisations and individuals to advance fairness,
dignity and respect, but we are ready to take action against those who abuse the
rights of others. We act as:
A catalyst for change, enabling
and encouraging improvement by
bringing people together to devise
solutions and by building capacity
in other organisations to help them
to effect change. Where
appropriate, we use our statutory
inquiry powers to explore systemic
issues, gather evidence and
develop possible solutions.
An information provider, helping
people understand their rights and
responsibilities and improve
compliance with the law.
An influencer, using our legal
expertise, research, insight and
analysis, to influence public policy
and inform debates.

An evaluator, monitoring the
effectiveness of the laws protecting
people’s rights to equality and
human rights and measuring
progress in society.
An enforcer, using our strategic
enforcement powers selectively to
protect people against serious and
systemic abuses of their rights and
to clarify equality and human rights
law, alongside our efforts to help
organisations to comply with
equality and human rights
standards.

Introduction
In addition to contributing the Wales perspective to our GB-wide work, the
Equality and Human Rights Commission’s Wales Team takes forward work
related to our Wales Committee priorities. This review sets outs our key
achievements over the past year.
To inform legislation, policy and scrutiny to advance equality and human
rights in Wales
To provide an evidence base on equality and human rights in Wales
To embed equality and human rights in public service delivery in Wales
To create fairer workplaces in Wales
To promote and protect human rights in Wales
To increase access to justice for people experiencing discrimination in Wales

This year, we published our Is Wales Fairer? report.
This provides a comprehensive review of evidence on
how people’s rights to equality and human rights are
being realised in Wales.
The report covers all areas of life: education, work,
living standards, health, justice and personal security,
and participation.
This review sets out key findings identified in Is Wales
Fairer? for each of the areas of life.
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347

employers
covering

1.67m

In a case we funded, the Special
Educational Needs Tribunal for
Wales ruled that a North Wales
school had to fully consider

the right to education
after unlawfully discriminating on
grounds of disability against a
pupil by failing to make due reasonable adjustments.

employees

signed our Working Forward
pledge to make workplaces the
best they can be for pregnant
women and new parents.

Effective use of our legal powers
across Britain from 2016-2018
The Supreme Court found that
Employment Tribunal fees
prevented access to justice. Since
Government abolished them the
number of single claims has
almost doubled and

£6.6m

in fees have been refunded.

In Smith v Pimlico Plumbers, the
Supreme Court ruled that a
worker in the gig economy was

entitled to reasonable
adjustments
for his heart condition and
to benefits such as holiday
and sickness pay

The High Court found it is unlawful to limit the circumstances in which
people experiencing psychological distress can qualify for PIP

1.6m

are being
PIP claims reviewed and

220,000
claimants

could recieve
higher awards.

Bus companies were told by the Supreme Court in Paulley v
FirstGroup to do more to give

priority to wheelchair users
needing to use wheelchair spaces.

Over

10,000

employers
in Britain reported on their
gender pay gaps

We took
strategic legal cases

45

to court and took early
enforcement action in
cases in
another
2017/18

150

At Premier League football clubs, there are now

700

more wheelchair user spaces; 17 clubs provide the recommended
number of amenity and easy access seats; 20 clubs provide
accessible toilets to the required standard, and 22 provide changing
places toilets; 20 clubs provide support or sensory aids.
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Highlights towards this aim:

Our aim

To inform legislation, policy and scrutiny
to advance equality and human
rights in Wales

Advising the Welsh Government and National Assembly Committees on the
implications of Brexit for equality and human rights legislation in Wales. This
resulted in the Welsh Government’s Law Derived from the EU (Wales Bill
including interpretive protections related to the EU Charter of Fundamental
Rights that were not included in the UK Government’s EU (Withdrawal Act.
Following the Bill’s withdrawal, we continue to press for equality and human
rights protections to be incorporated into Welsh law.
Informing the National Assembly Finance Committee’s Inquiry into preparations
for replacing EU funding streams in Wales. As a result, the Committee has
recommended that the UK and Welsh Governments should focus on promoting
and mainstreaming equality and human rights in the taking forward of the UK
Shared Prosperity Fund.
Providing evidence to the National Assembly’s Standards of Conduct Committee,
which led to our Turning the Tables report recommendations being reflected in a
new dignity and respect policy that will help protect Assembly staff from sexual
harassment in the workplace.
Submitting evidence to ensure that new Welsh Government policies are
developed with consideration of a human rights approach. This year, our advice
informed development of two separate delivery plans covering Gypsy, Roma and
Travellers, and Asylum Seekers and Refugees.
Bringing together Assembly Members with over 150 equality and human rights
organisations to discuss equality and human rights priorities at our Senedd
stakeholder event to mark 10 years of the Commission

Health key findings
Gypsy, Roma and Traveller families, transgender people, and refugees and
asylum seekers continue to experience particular difficulties in accessing
quality health services.
Despite an increase in funding, mental health provision in Wales is not meeting
demand. The number of people waiting for mental health treatment has
doubled in the past six years.
In 2016, men in Wales were over four times more likely than women to die by
suicide.
Men living in the most deprived areas of Wales have a lower life expectancy of
8 years than those living in the least deprived areas

Informing legislation on health in Wales
Contributing to the development of the Autism (Wales)
Bill. As a result of our submissions, the draft Bill has been
amended to place a duty on Welsh Ministers and any
relevant body exercising functions under the Bill to have
due regard to the UN Principles for Older Persons, the
UN Convention on the Rights of Disabled People and the
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. The
conventions provide clear principles to ensure people’s
human rights are at the forefront of service delivery.
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Our aim

Highlights towards this aim:

To provide an evidence base on
equality and human rights
in Wales

Publishing our landmark Is Wales Fairer? report that provides a comprehensive
review of evidence on how people’s rights to equality and human rights are
being realised in Wales. The report sets out clear recommendations to make
Wales a fairer country across all areas of life.
Publishing our report on the cumulative impact of the UK Government’s tax and
welfare reforms from 2010 to 2017. This report resulted in widespread coverage
of the finding that there could be 50,000 more children in Wales living in
poverty by 2021. Welsh Government Cabinet Members wrote to the UK
Government about this concern. Our report was considered in the Welsh
Government’s budget-setting this year.
Conducting an Inquiry into the accessibility of Premier League stadia (16/17 and
17/18 seasons). We visited 22 clubs, including Swansea City, advising them on
improvements they needed to make and underlining our readiness to take legal
action if they did not act. Swansea City were found to have a positive attitude to
continuing to improve the facilities for its disabled supporters. Areas for
improvement were identified and acted upon.
Submitting evidence, as part of our ‘Following Grenfell’ project, to the UK and
Welsh Governments stating that combustible cladding materials should be
banned. We highlighted the positive duties on governments to protect lives
under the European Convention on Human Rights and the Human Rights Act.

Key findings for living standards
Disabled people face a shortage of accessible and adaptable homes and long
delays in making existing homes accessible.
While the stronger duties on local authority in Wales since 2015 are
preventing homelessness for a larger number of people, rough sleeping has
increased and high levels of homelessness remain a concern.
Poverty has increased: a quarter of adults and a third of children are now living
in poverty. Poverty and deprivation are both higher in Wales than in other GB
nations.
UK-wide reforms to social security and taxes since 2010 are having a
disproportionately negative impact on the poorest in society and particularly
affecting women, disabled people, ethnic minorities and lone parents in Wales.

Working in partnership with Estyn and education providers to show how data can
be used to prevent and tackle prejudice-based bullying in schools. We
developed top tips and a series of case studies to highlight real life examples.
Research shows that certain pupils, including pupils with Additional Learning
Needs, ethnic minority pupils and LGBT students, are far more likely to be
bullied than others.

Providing evidence on living standards in Wales
Publishing our ‘Housing and disabled people: Wales’s
hidden crisis’ report, which revealed that thousands of
disabled people across Wales are living in homes that are
not suitable. We called on the Welsh Government to act
now to address this crisis, providing a list of key
recommendations to be taken forward. Subsequently, the
Welsh Government has now launched a consultation to
review the housing adaptations that support disabled and
older people to live independently in their own homes. Our
report recommendations have informed the Welsh
Government’s updated Independent Living Framework.
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Our aim

To work with public sector
organisations to improve equality
and human rights service delivery

Highlights towards this aim:

Growing our Equality and Human Rights Exchange Network that brings
together over 100 equality practitioners at regional events throughout the year
to share good practice. This year’s sessions gave attendees practical ways to
tackle sexual harassment in the workplace and to close pay gaps in
employment.
Conducting our Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED compliance exercise of all
devolved Welsh listed public bodies, which aims to drive up standards in how
organisations are complying with their legal duties to set and act upon
objectives.
Conducting an extensive PSED monitoring exercise on how, for example,
health bodies are ensuring their mental health provision takes account of
people’s different backgrounds, and on how schools are tackling
prejudice-based bullying. We will take action against those that are not fulfilling
their duties.

Advising all Public Service Boards in Wales on how to consider equality and
human rights in the taking forward of their Future Generations well-being
objectives. In particular, the well-being goal of ‘a more equal Wales’ offers a
vital opportunity to put equality at the heart of public service delivery in Wales.
Working with the National Independent Safeguarding Board for Wales to
improve standards of care in Wales. The Safeguarding Board has committed to
working with us in taking forward our Human Rights Framework for Restraint,
which supports our work to tackle the unlawful use of restraint in education,
healthcare and detention settings.

Key findings for justice and personal security
The number of recorded hate crimes has increased across all protected
characteristics in Wales.
There has been a sharp increase in the number of sexual and domestic
violence offences reported to, and recorded by, the police since 2015.
Three of the five prisons in Wales are overcrowded, posing potential risks for
prisoner safety.
The inappropriate use of police stations as a ‘place of safety’ for people with
mental health conditions has decreased considerably.

Improving service delivery on justice and
personal security in Wales
Hosting our Equality and Human Rights Exchange Network
Annual Conference, which gave delegates the confidence and tools to tackle
identity-based violence. Our event brought together over 130 practitioners at
venues in North and South Wales. Speakers included the National Advisor for
Violence against Women, Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence, Nazir Afzal,
and Show Racism the Red Card’s Sunil Patel.
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Highlights towards this aim:

Our aim

To create fairer workplaces in
Wales

Working with partners, such as Capital Law and Acas, to promote our strategy
that sets out what needs to change and who needs to take action to reduce
gender, ethnicity and disability pay gaps.
Working collaboratively with the UK Government’s Government Equalities
Office to drive up organisations’ compliance with new Gender Pay Gap
Reporting Regulations, which includes private, third sector and non-devolved
public sector organisations operating in Wales. Every organisation in scope has
now publicly reported their gender pay gap data. We are now turning our
attention to organisations that have reported improbable data and to encourage
practical action to reduce pay gaps.
Working with Welsh Government, the National Training Federation and others to
increase the number of disabled people taking up apprenticeships in Wales.
Currently, only 1.5% of apprenticeships in Wales are taken up by disabled
people. Our advice is informing the Welsh Government’s Inclusive
Apprenticeship Working Group, which will result in an action plan to increase the
participation of disabled people in apprenticeships in Wales.
Engaging with the Fair Work Commission in Wales, which is identifying what
steps can be taken to ensure fair employment in Wales. We advised how our
resources around pregnancy and maternity in the workplace, violence against
women, mental health and creating faith-friendly workplaces could be
embedded into the definition of fair work in Wales. Welsh organisations from
across sectors have taken forward our resources, so that staff are able to retain
their jobs and feel safe and supported in the workplace.

Key findings for work
The overall employment rate has risen but remains lower in Wales than in
England or Scotland. Insecure employment is around twice as high as
average for those aged 16-24 and has increased for this age group.
Disabled people’s employment rate in Wales is less than half that for
non-disabled people.
Sexual harassment remains widespread in the workplace and seven out of
ten mothers have had a negative or possibly discriminatory experience during
pregnancy, maternity leave or on returning to work from maternity leave.
Apprenticeships remain strongly gender segregated. Ethnic minorities and
disabled people are under-represented in apprenticeships.

Creating fairer workplaces in Wales
Promoting our Working Forward campaign, which aims to
make workplaces the best they can be for pregnant women
and new parents. Over 30 of Wales’s leading organisations,
including Welsh Water, Legal and General, Public Health
Wales and the Welsh Government, have signed the pledge, committing to
actions including developing employee networks, smoothing maternity and
paternity leave transition, and designing jobs to suit flexible working. Our
research informed the National Assembly’s Equality, Local Government and
Communities Committee’s recommendations to the Welsh Government that it
should consider the case for changing legislation so roles such as Ministers,
public appointees and councillors may be job-shared and that all Welsh public
authorities should advertise all jobs as ‘flexible by default’ .
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Our aim

To promote and protect human rights

Highlights towards this aim:
Funding the Women’s Equality Network Wales to write a shadow report on the
biggest human rights issues affecting women in Wales. This will inform the UN
Committee’s upcoming examination of the UK and Welsh Governments’
records on women’s rights.
Hosting our Human Rights Roundtable in Conwy in partnership with the
Children’s Commissioner for Wales. This has enabled public service
practitioners to understand how to use the Commissioner’s ‘The Right Way’
framework to integrate children’s rights into every aspect of decision-making,
policy and practice.
Holding our Human Rights lecture in Cardiff, attended by over 100 people, at
which EHRC Chair, David Isaac, spoke about ‘Human Rights in the 21st
Century’, including exploring the potential impact of Brexit on our human rights
in Wales.
Supporting the establishment of an Independent Human Rights Stakeholder
Group for Wales. This group will scrutinise if and how people’s human rights
are being upheld in Wales.
Providing an update report to the United Nations on how the rights of disabled
people are being promoted and protected in Wales and across the UK. The
Welsh Government’s revised Independent Living Framework takes account of
our recommendations for change.

Key findings for participation
Voter turnout in Wales for 2017 was high with women more likely to vote than
men.
Women remain under-represented among local election candidates in Wales
and in public appointments.
Poor transport and digital infrastructure in rural areas is affecting people’s
ability to participate in all aspects of life, particularly households without cars,
older people in rural areas, and disabled people.
Loneliness, isolation and a reduced sense of belonging are some of the most
significant issues facing particular groups, including older people, disabled
people, carers, new parents, lesbian, gay or bisexual people, and people
from some ethnic minorities.

Promoting human rights in participation
in Wales
Securing widespread media and stakeholder interest in our
comprehensive submission to the UN Committee on the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW about women’s rights in the UK. Our
report shows that Wales remains a place of pervasive inequality for women. The
report highlights that women remain under-represented across all areas of public
life, with, for example, only 28% of councillors in Wales being women. Our report
makes recommendations for change that are being considered by the First
Minister. We made recommendations to Welsh Government and National Assembly consultations on electoral arrangements with the aim of ensuring elected
representatives are reflective of the diversity of Wales.
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Our aim

Highlights towards this aim:

To increase access to justice for

people experiencing discrimination
in Wales

Bringing together the Crown Prosecution Service, South Wales Police and HM
Probation Services with race equality stakeholders in Wales to identify ways of
improving the treatment of, and outcomes for, Black, Asian and minority
ethnic individuals in the criminal justice system. Our event was one year on
from the Lammy Review, which identified the need for improvements to be
made in terms of representation, developing trust and fair treatment.
Submitting evidence to the Commission on Justice in Wales. The Commission
on Justice has subsequently taken forward a workstream on equality as part of
its consideration of how the Justice System works in Wales.
Contributing to the Ministry of Justice’s review of the Legal Aid, Sentencing and
Punishment of Offenders Act 2012, highlighting our concerns that the
legislation introduced funding cuts to legal aid and resulted in fewer people
being able to access legal advice and representation, particularly in relation to
family law, employment law and welfare benefits law.
Launching our Advisor Support Service to help tackle the ‘advice desert’ in
Wales. We have worked with, and given expert legal advice on equality and
human rights to, advice providers, such as Law Works, SNAP Cymru and
Citizens Advice Cymru.
Completing our ‘Identifying and Tackling Discrimination in the Workplace’
course. Giving over 45 advisers from advice providers across Wales improved
skills to provide discrimination advice.

Key findings for education
At GCSE level attainment gaps persist for pupils in receipt of free school
meals and children with additional learning needs but educational attainment
in children’s early years has improved.
The proportion of young people that are not in education, employment or
training (NEET) has dropped considerably in recent years.
Young women and girls, lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender children, and
children with Additional Learning Needs are more likely to be at risk of
experiencing identity-based bullying.
Subject and career choices remain highly gendered, with girls being much
less likely to continue studying science and mathematics after school.

Increasing access to justice in education
in Wales
Funding a legal case that resulted in the Special Educational
Needs Tribunal for Wales ruling that a North Wales school
unlawfully discriminated on grounds of disability against a pupil by failing to make
the reasonable adjustment of ensuring that a qualified, backup teaching assistant
was in place in the event of a main assistant being unavailable. The Tribunal found
that the pupil’s right to education was not taken into full consideration. This case
demonstrates the right to education and the duty on public bodies to make
reasonable adjustments.
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The Wales Committee
The Commission’s Wales Committee is a statutory decision making body with duties
and powers to advise devolved government, to develop a work programme, and to
ensure the Commission’s work is appropriate to Wales. It sets the strategic direction
of the Commission’s work in Wales. Its members are:
June Milligan - Commissioner & Chair of the Wales Committee

June is also a Commissioner with the Civil Service Commission and a lay
member of the governing body of the University of Glasgow. She has held a
wide range of leadership roles in public service, including being a Board
member of the Welsh Government.

Alison Parken OBE

Alison is an Honorary Senior Research Fellow at Cardiff Business School. She
has researched and advised on mainstreaming equality in public policy and
employment for almost 20 years.

Andrew Edwards

Andrew is a teaching fellow at the University of Wales Trinity Saint David and
Chair of Victim Support Wales, following a career within the police service.

Faith Walker

Faith has over 20 years’ experience working alongside communities. She is a
qualified Youth and Community practitioner.

Geraint Hopkins

Geraint Hopkins is Cabinet Member for Adult Community Services &
Welsh Language for Rhondda Cynon Taf County Borough Council.

Martyn Jones

Martyn is Chief Executive of Learning Disability Wales, championing the voice of
all children, young people and adults with a learning disability and/or autism in
Wales.

Nicola Williams

Nicola is General Counsel and Company Secretary for Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water,
a post she has held since 2012. Nicola is a trustee of a Citizens Advice Bureau.

Rocio Cifuentes

Rocio is the Director of Ethnic Youth Support Team (EYST) an organisation
supporting ethnic minority young people, individuals and communities across
Wales.

Sophie Howe

Sophie is the Future Generations Commissioner for Wales. Her role is to act as
a guardian for the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act, supporting and holding
to account 44 public bodies in Wales

Dilys Jouvenat’s term as a Wales Committee Member ended this year.
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